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CUNEO MARINE 106 MAXI CATAMARAN for Sale – 2009 – Refit 2015 – Berret-Racoupeau Design – 
Coded for Charter – Lying South of France (HUTIANE) 
 
Asking Price: EUR 5,450,000 Ex-VAT 
 
Built in 2009, first commissioned in 2012 and refitted in 2015, this CUNEO MARINE 106 sailing 
catamaran for sale is currently registered as a commercial vessel in Madeira, Portugal. Designed by 
Berret-Racoupeau, this catamaran is very comfortable, perfect for long range cruising and charter as 
well.  
 
This 106-foot long catamaran is an innovative multihull with sober and sleek lines featuring a 
capacity previously reserved for much larger yachts. 350 m2 of luxury to enjoy onboard this yacht, 
which has been perfectly maintained by a permanent crew and professionally serviced. 
 
The spacious and comfortable CUNEO MARINE 106 Maxi catamaran combines a wonderful sailing 
sensation with the space and safety of a motor yacht. Elegance, comfort and service quality will 
ensure guests to spend a wonderful time on-board whether you are cruising or on a static charter at 
quayside. The exterior decks of this maxi sailing catamaran also have sunbeds designed for 
maximum comfort, offering the perfect opportunity to enjoy the sun and the wonderful views of 
coastlines. 
 
An important bulwark protects the decks and allows safe movement on this extraordinarily large 
area. In front of the mast a discreet superstructure houses the huge owner's cabin. Her hulls 
integrate discreetly bathing beaches, tender and jet skis.  
 
The flybridge houses all the control functions, a relaxation area and a bar area - BBQ served by a 
serving hatch from the galley. 
 
In addition to a Jacuzzi on the main deck and on the same level with the cockpit, the catamaran 
boasts a huge panoramic relaxation and dining area, in front of which is the outstanding master 
cabin. The starboard hull houses the three spacious guest cabins, with an additional convertible 
cabin, whilst the port hull is reserved for a VIP cabin (up to 12 guests sleeping in total in en-suite 
cabins), the galley and crew quarters for 5. 
 
Air conditioning, jacuzzi, fully equipped at helm and nav stations, internet access, Wi-Fi and all the 
high-tech equipment with 4 comfortable cabins perfectly equipped with en-suite bathroom, a 
generous living space with a beautiful lounge and an exquisite saloon with dining area, and hydraulic 
tender platform for watersport fun! 
 
Originally built to a length of 28.20m, the aft skirts were added to the rear of the hulls, by bolting 
and welding, which brought the LOA of the vessel to 32.59m. This vessel was, in 2015 and 2016, the 
subject of an extensive refit which further enhanced her reliability, and which greatly improved her 
general qualities of seaworthiness, habitability and use. 
 
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS 
Builder: Cuneo Marine (Italy) 
Model: Cuneo Marine 106  
Designer: Berret Racoupeau 
Type: Sailing Catamaran / Maxi Catamaran 
Construction: Aluminium  
Decks: Teak 
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Year: 2009 
First registration: 2012 
Refit: 2015 
LOA: 32.59 m (106’ 11”) 
Beam: 12.50 m (41’) 
Draft: 2.29 m (7’ 6”) 
Displacement: 120 Tons 
Gross tonnage: 109 GT 
Upwind sail area: 420 m² 
Engines: 2 x 450 Hp IVECO 
Classification: RINA and Bureau Veritas C HULL, MACH, Y Unrestricted Navigation 
Flag of registry: Madeira, Portuguese  
Lying: Canet-en-Rousillon, South of France 
 
CONSTRUCTION 
Aluminium construction on frames and beams. Thickness of aluminium sheet metal of 10 mm in the 
bottoms, gradually reduced to 5 mm on the tops.   
 
RIGGING 
LORIMA fixed carbon mast (40 m) with 2 Antal W70 winches 
LORIMA “Park avenue” in-furling carbon boom 
Crossbeam with bowsprit in aluminium 
NAVEC PBO standing rigging 
Tension sensors on the genoa and staysail props to control the forces to which the rigging of the ship 
is subjected 
Running rigging in VECTRAN 
BAMAR GFI16 code 0 hydraulic furler 
BAMAR GFI35 genoa hydraulic furler 
BAMAR GFI25 staysail hydraulic furler 
 
SAILS 
Wardrobe by Incidence in “Dimension Polyant D4” laminate 
Full batten furling mainsail + Genoa + Staysail + Code 0 
Protective covers for the boom and the mainsail 
420 m2 of sail area 
 
PROPULSION 
Type / Fuel: Twin Diesel Sail Drives 
Main engines: 2 x 450 Hp IVECO 
Engine hours: 1500 h (May 2020) 
Maximum speed: 12 knots 
Cruising speed: 10 knots 
Economical speed: 8 knots 
Propellers: 2 x MAX-PROP 4-blade variable pitch folding propellers 
 
TANKAGE 
Fuel capacity: 2 x 1980 + 2 x 900 = 7,128 l 
Fresh water capacity: 2 x 1080 + 2 x 960 = 4,080 l 
Grey water tanks: Yes 
Black water tanks: Yes 
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ACCOMMODATION 
Number of cabins: 4 
Sleeps: 10/12 
Cabin configuration: 
1 x Master for 3 people 
1 x VIP for 2 
1 x Guest (fore) for 3 
1 x Guest (aft) for 2-3 
1 x Convertible option in the living space 
Crew: 5 in 2 cabins with en-suite facilities 
Total capacity (including crew): 15/17 
 
LAYOUT 
Exterior main deck:  
Aft deck cockpit with L-shape saloon, dining area and jacuzzi 
2 x Trampolines with area for 2 jet skis and 2 windlasses on fore deck 
Large sunbathing on forward top roof 
Platform:  
Panoramic view area with wheelhouse on the front 
Saloon on starboard with two sofas, TV and DVD 
Convertible sofa in bed for 2 persons 
Dining room on port side with extending teak table, bench and chairs 
2 x Refrigerators, icemaker and wine cellar 
Access to the owner’s cabin and VIP cabin on the port side 
Access to guest cabins on starboard 
Access to the crew cabin, galley and to the port captain's cabin 
Laundry room on port side with direct access to the aft cockpit 
Port hull: 
VIP cabin at the front (access from the port side bow of the saloon) 
Double bed with view on the front beach. Dressing room. Bathroom below with sink, shower and 
WC 
Crew cabin in the middle (access by watertight door, at the front of the galley) with three berths, 
two of which are bunkbeds. Bathroom with sink, shower and WC 
Fully equipped galley 
Captain's cabin aft for two with double bed and desk. Bathroom with sink, shower and WC 
Starboard hull: 
Owner cabin taking 2/3 of the front part of the nacelle with king-size bed and desk 
Extending into the starboard hull by the dressing room and the bathroom with double sink, bidet, 
shower, WC and hammam 
Two guest cabins (access from the starboard side of the saloon), each with twin beds and bathroom 
with sink, shower and WC 
 
MAIN EXTERIOR EQUIPMENT 
Flybridge:  
Helm station on the front, with coxswain seat, protected by a windshield and by a convertible on a 
stainless-steel gantry. This coxswain shelter has sides on all its periphery, which transforms the helm 
station into a fully sheltered wheelhouse 
Instrument's cover 
4 x ANTAL 90.3 hydraulic winches 
Dining area with table, 2 sofas and bar 
Sunbathing 
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Aft section with communication antennas and life rafts 
Each equipment is protected by blue Sunbrella covers 
Deck:  
Teak on flybridge, deck, cockpit and transoms 
The bulwark that surrounds the deck is covered with teak and topped by a stainless-steel railing. This 
railing also concerns the securing of the front beam 
8 x Retractable mooring cleats on each side 
Each of the hulls is fitted with three series of 3 fixed rectangular portholes, double thickness, and 3 
square portholes, in tempered glass. The portholes are protected by removable external blackout 
panels. Security panels have been made so that these windows can be closed from the inside 
Fore deck:  
Tunnel bow thruster on each hull 
2 x LOFRANS windlasses controlled at the wheelhouse and at the flybridge 
2 x MANSON stainless-steel anchors installed on davits 
2 x Stainless-steel chains 
2 x Trampolines 
2 x Jet skis handled with electric crane 
Large sunbathing mattresses on the front part of the roof 
Aft deck:  
All winches, capstans, furlers, tender-lift, etc... are powered by a central hydraulic pump located 
under the saloon. All hydraulic systems are control at the wheelhouse and at the flybridge 
2 x BAMAR hydraulic captive winches 
2 x Electric capstans 
Manoeuvring controls aft of the port side cockpit 
Access to flybridge by teak stairs to port, with stainless-steel protection all around and sliding hatch 
Teak sliding gangways of each skirt 
BESENZONI pivoting and retractable hydraulic passerelle 
Hydraulic TENDERLIFT platform for dinghy 
L-shape saloon 
Dining area with extendable table, sofas and seats 
42” TV 
Icemaker 
Jacuzzi 
Cockpit sheltered by the flybridge 
 
MAIN ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT 
2 x 27 kW KOHLER generators (3500 h & 3800 h in May 2020) 
MASTERVOLT service park: 12 x 2V, coupled in 24V 
MASTERVOLT engine park: in 12V 
MASTERVOLT generator park: in 12V 
MASTERVOLT emergency park: in 12V 
2 x VICTRON 12V battery chargers 
2 x VICTRON 24V battery chargers 
VICTRON inverters 24V/220V 
LED lighting 
300 l/h MARINCO watermaker 
Marine Air reverse cycle air conditioning system with control in each cabin 
Distribution of fresh water by mixing taps 
2 x 100 l water heaters 
4 x GIANNESCHIEcojet2BT pressure pumps 
2 x GIANNESCHIMVI60 black water pumps 
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3 x GIANNESCHIMVI60 grey water pumps 
Super Mini Hamann treatment 
6 x Fresh water flushing toilets 
 
GALLEY & LAUNDRY DOMESTIC EQUIPMENT 
Galley: 
Kitchen with crew table, convertible into a large worktop 
Double sink including one with “IN SINK ERATOR” grinder 
GAGGENAU 5-burner hob 
GAGGENAU hood 
GAGGENAU oven 
GAGGENAU microwave 
SHARP 250 liters fridge 
GLEM 180 liters freezer 
2 x VITRIFRIGO icemakers 
IRINOX aquamaker 
MOCHA coffee machine 
ELECTROBAR quick bar glass washer 
SIEMENS dishwasher 
Laundry room:  
MIELE washing machine 
MIELE tumble dryer 
 
ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT 
Saloon: 
42” PHILLIPS retractable flat screen TV 
PHILLIPS and SONY DVD players 
Owner’s cabin:  
37” SHARP and 20” PHILLIPS flat screen TVs 
NEVO control unit 
TEAC DVD 
PHILLIPS sound headset 
Playstation 
Guest cabin 1:  
32” SAMSUNG flat screen TV 
SKY decoder 
TEAC DVD 
Guest cabin 2:  
32” SHARP flat screen TV 
SKY decoder 
TEAC DVD 
VIP cabin 
SHARP Aquos flat screen TV 
Sound/Video/TV equipment with Fusion MI-AV7001 radio, Humax TN 7000HD decoder 
Galley:  
SAMSUNG flat screen TV 
SKY decoder 
TEAC DVD 
Captain’s cabin:  
SONY flat screen TV 
SKY decoder 
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TEAC DVD 
DELL computer 
 
NAVIGATION & COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 
Wheelhouse: 
RITCHIE compass 
B&G Hydra3000 navigation pack (Loch / Speedometer / Wind vane / Anemometer / Depth sounder / 
Etc...) 
2 x RAYTHEON 24” monitors, one dedicated to the control and management of all the ship's 
elements (PLC), with a FURUNO Navnet 3D control keyboard, the other to the navigation 
parameters 
FURUNO GPS 
2 x FURUNO Multi repeaters 
FURUNO 24" monitor 
FURUNO Navpilot autopilot 
FURUNO radar (120 nautical miles) 
SIMRAD radar (50 nautical miles) 
SIMRAD GPS/Plotter 
2 x RAYMARINE MFD dials 
Computer with printer 
3 x SIMRAD HS35 VHF radios 
SAILOR 6222 Cobhan VHF radio 
FURUNO SSB radio 
FURUNO AIS 
FURUNO Immarsat communication system 
THRANE & THRANE satellite phone 
3G/4G Internet reception with Wi-Fi communication on the whole ship 
HIKVISION DS1100KI video system allows viewing, either on the screens of the wheelhouse or 
flybridge, or on a tablet or portable screen, by Wi-Fi, the various areas of the ship: deck, with control 
of the angle of view of the camera, engine rooms, cockpit, foredeck 
Internal communication system, between the interior wheelhouse, the flybridge, the engine rooms, 
the cabins and the kitchen (with headphones and microphone) 
Flybridge: 
RIVIERA compass 
2 x RAYTHEON 24” monitors, one dedicated to the control and management of all the ship's 
elements (PLC), with a FURUNO Navnet 3D control keyboard, the other to the navigation 
parameters 
FURUNO Multi repeater 
FURUNO Navpilot autopilot 
2 x RAYMARINE MFD dials 
SIMRAD NSS8 multifunction screen 
SIMRAD HS90 VHF radio 
FLEXBALL controls and tables on the wheelhouse and on the flying bridge 
 
SAFETY & SECURITY EQUIPMENT 
Fire and bilge flood alarm systems 
Automatic sea fire-fighting system and extinguishers 
MANSON 1 kW/380V pump and 2 ACB 331 pumps 
CCTV Video cameras on both engine rooms, cockpit and fore deck 
Intrusion alarm system 
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Complete safety equipment for cruise use with up to 17 people on board and for day trip use with 32 
people on board 
2 x ARIMAR 12-man life rafts and ARIMAR Deep Sea 8-man life raft 
4 x Crown buoys 
16 x Lifejackets 
5 x Children's lifejackets 
5 x Automatic inflatable lifejackets 
18 x Survival blankets 
Flares 
MURDO S4 distress beacon 
MURDO E5 EPIRB satellite beacon (Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacon) 
 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Teak on transoms, cockpit, deck and flybridge 
Interior carpets and curtains 
Blackout curtains for deck hatches and portholes 
Safe boxes in owner’s cabin and in captain’s cabin 
Wine cellar 
12 x Folding chairs 
2 x Armchairs 
2 x Lounge chairs 
All deck furniture and equipment protected by covers in Sunbrella 
13 x Inflatable fenders 
Moorings 
 
TENDERS & WATERSPORTS 
Semi-rigid 4.40m tender with protective cover and 80 Hp YAMAHA engine 
2 x SEADOO Spark jet skis 
2 x Folding bikes 
2 x Kayaks (2-person each) 
2 x Wakeboards 
Water skis 
Banana buoy 
2 x Round buoys 
10 x Sets of snorkelling gear 
Floating trampoline 4m 
 
 
 
 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Disclaimer 
The company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the 
accuracy of this information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. A buyer should instruct his 
agents, or his surveyors, to investigate such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is 
offered subject to prior sale, price change, or withdrawal without notice. 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 


